QUOTATION NOTICE

Competitive Quotations are invited from reputed Printing Establishments for the printing of Malayalam Lexicon Volume IX (1000 copies), Reprinting of Malayalam Lexicon Volume I (700 copies) and Printing of 'Dictionary of Performing Arts' (By-Product of Lexicon)(1000 copies) in the Department of Malayalam Lexicon, University of Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.

Conditions

1. The rate quoted should be inclusive of Tax, transportation charges and any other charges.
2. Complaints with the items supplied should be rectified/replaced to the satisfaction of the University by the suppliers at their own cost.
3. Payment will be made only after the supply of the items at our own site.
4. The undersigned reserves the right to reject/accept any quotation without assigning any reason.
5. The details of specification are attached in the next page.
6. An EMD amount of Rs. 500/- may be executed by way of Demand Draft in the name of the Finance Officer, University of Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram for participating in the quotation proceedings.

The sealed quotations should be addressed to the Registrar, University of Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram-34 superscribing 'Quotations for the printing of Malayalam Lexicon Volume IX, Reprinting of Malayalam Lexicon Volume I and Printing of 'Dictionary of Performing Arts'(By-Product of Lexicon)'. The last date of receipt of quotations is 06.03.2015 at 3.30 PM. The quotations will be opened at 4.00 PM on the same day in the presence of vendors then present.

REGISTRAR
Specification details for Malayalam Lexicon Volumes

1. Malayalam Lexicon Volume I (Reprint). Pages to be reproduced on high resolution scanner preferably of 1200 x 1200 dpi.
   - No. of copies : 700
   - Technical data : 21 x 27 cms size
     - 1188 pages + cover
     - Inside pages B/W
     - Printing of 70gsm Maplitho Paper
     - Cover Hard Board Binding with foil printing and Dust jacket single colour printing on cover paper

2. Malayalam Lexicon Volume IX
   - No. of copies : 1000
   - Technical data : 21 x 27 cms size
     - 850 pages + cover
     - Inside pages b/w printing on 70 gsm Maplitho paper (Super white)
     - Binding : Case binding with hallow back
       - 2 lb Cover Hard Board Binding with foil printing and Dust Jacket single colour printing on cover paper.
       - Back to be rounded
       - Four edge – concave shaped in proportion to the back. Case and book to be reinforced with cloth
       - End paper – 120 gsm art paper
       - Head band and tail band with ribbon to be provided on the back of the book.
       - Spine – to be printed with the details given
       - Groove – to facilitate easy opening of the volume
       - “The volume to be provided with Jacket in single colour”
       - Sections are to be sewn and reinforced with high quality glue.
       - Cover – High quality rexine
       - Title of the book to be printed in white colour.
       - So also the other details on the cover.
       - On the spine of the book, the title and other details to be gold foiled (golden letters) under direction.

3. A Glossary of Technical Terms in Performing Arts
   - No. of copies : 1000
   - Technical data : 400 pages + cover
     - Demy 1/8 size
     - Single colour printing on 70 gsm Maplitho paper
Cover Four colour printing on 170gsm Art paper with glossy Lamination.
Style case binding – Section are to be sewn as in the case of main volume.
The style of binding should not in any way be deviated from that of the main volume.